GC-DP 5010 G
Dirt Water Pump
Item No.: 4171421
Ident No.: 11017
Bar Code: 4006825626193
The Einhell GC-DP 5010 G dirty water pump is ideally equipped for pumping jobs in a wide range of situations. With a powerful 500 W rating the pump
has a max. immersion depth of five meters and can pump upwards to a height of up to eight meters. It can pump up to 12,000 liters per hour. Foreign
bodies must not exceed a max. size of 10 mm. For a long service life the pump has a high-quality mechanical seal and an upper housing and pump
foot made of robust cast material. The motor housing is made of stainless steel. The float switch is infinitely height-adjustable. The product is supplied
with a hinged handle, a hose connection with a diameter of 42 mm (1 1/4") female thread & adapters for 38 mm (1 1/2"), 32 mm (1 1/4") and 25 mm
(1") hoses.

Features
- Carring handle
- Float switch infinitely adjustable in height
- Mechanical seal for a long life
- Cast iron housing part
- Stainless steel motor housing
- Incl. adapter for 38mm (11/2"), 32mm (11/4") und 25mm (1")

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Max. delivery capacity
- Max. delivery height
- Max. immersion depth
- Max. water temperature
- Max. size of foreign particles
- Hose connection
- Power cord

220-240 V | 50 Hz
500 W
12000 L/h
8m
5m
35 °C
10 mm
42mm (G11/4 IG)
10 m | H07RN-F

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

10.6 kg
11.2 kg
205 x 200 x 410 mm
1 Pieces
11.2 kg
210 x 205 x 415 mm
1485 | 0 | 0

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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